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The Forbidden Fruit Exposed
The "forbidden fruit" in the Garden was what allowed people to know good from evil meaning
truth from lies and grants them immortal life by transforming them into the Light Body this is
encoded in the Jewish texts as such and what YHVH the Jewish race and their Reptilian
masters have to close humanity off from to have power over humanity.
So what is the forbidden fruit. The Yezidhi state this was wheat which is bread the fruit as well is
all symbolic of one thing the dew of the activated pineal gland that comes with fully opening the
third eye and crown. This substance is called Amirta and what the Gnostics who honored
Lucifer called the Amor its from Amrita which means "Deathless" in Sanskrit. Ambrosia the food
of the Gods that kept them immortal is another spelling of Amirta. Hence Amor means to be
deathless.
In the east Amirta is the key to regenerating the body this includes reversing ageing. This nectar
is the food of the gods meaning the chakra's which makes the chakra's immortal. This is what
the Grail relates to the collecting of the Amirta into the solar chakra which activates this chakra
and sends the energy thought the other chakra's and nadis transforming them. Its a major key
to the Light Body. The solar chakra turns pranic energy into vital force and as important as the
sun is to life on earth the activated and transformed solar chakra is to the human being.
The ability to know truth is connected to the state of super consciousness that comes with the
full opening of the mind and the psychic centers in the brain. The brain connects into the higher
astral or cosmic forces of infinity as part of this also relates what is also called the Akasha
records.
Note in the enemies Kabbalah there is term in Hebrew which means "binding". Its highly
important in the Jewish enemies witchcraft and its based on a reversal formula of the name
Shiva. In Sanskrit Shiva means "That Which Is Not". Which is the hidden realms of the astral the
realm of perception and knowledge which can only be accessed with the third eye. That Which
Is Not is also the "Black Sun" that which is hidden the invisible realm of the astral. Shiva is the
ancient mantra to open the third eye and crown and release the Amrita nectar in the way which
connects it to the solar chakra to transform the soul. And this in turns fully opens the third eye of
Shiva.
In the east Shiva rules the cup of Amrita which drinking from makes one immortal. The reason
the concept of drinking is the mouth fills up with this nectar and it tastes sweet and you literally
also drink it in this sense. And it also acts like a pure energy food as well.
The title of Melek Taus whom the Yezidhi's also called Shaitan is Aivas which means "The Cup
Bearer" this cup is the grail much of the grail legend comes from the Persian gnostic tradition
the Templar's brought with them back to Europe. The Yezidhi's are Persians and still have this
tradition at the core. Aivas is a hidden name of Melek Taus its a code to the Yezidhi. Its "A
Shiva" which is the title of Shiva in Southern India a well that of A Shiva. This name relates to
Lucifer as well. The Light Bearer is the Cup Bearer which is the energy of the Fer or Far in

Persian. This also relates to the Green Jewel in Lucifer's crown in Gnostic tradition its the Mani
Jewel the pineal gland and third eye fully activated. Hence the fall of Lucifer is the fall of
illuminated consciousness and the Light Body by the enemies attack upon humanity. Note Aivas
is the spelling of the 13th rune. 13 is the number of Shiva and how this activates the 13 major
chakra's of the Light Body. The Grail is the cup of Lucifer. Lucifer means the Grail bearer. The
Green is symbolic of the planet of Mercury which rules the higher octave of communication the
pineal gland.
This is the reason behind the Azazel goat the Jewish enemy puts their curses onto at Yom
Kippur. The goat is the symbol of the crown chakra. Here Azazel is called Samazel and relates
to Shaitan. Azazel is also another name of Mekel Taus its another term used for Satan in this
part of the world. The Jews state this binding energy is placed onto the Gentiles and its binding
the crown and third eye of the Gentiles. The Peacock King which is the meaning of Melek Taus.
The Peacock is the symbol of the fully opened third eye and crown. Azazel here is a concept it
means "Meditation" in the east and relates to the ability to open and focus the psychic senses of
the opened mind. The Yezidhi's worship who we call Azazel as Shamash the Sumerian Sun
God which is also an ancient title of His. As the peacock spreads its tail feathers its the symbol
of the halo of the fully awakened mind with the full opening of this chakra.
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